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David Hamilton david@davidhamiltonsurveyors.co.uk
Re: Various
25 November 2015 at 17:17
Geißler Konrad geissler-kaufering@t-online.de, Irina Grushina igrushina1@rambler.ru, Jacques Berlo
jacques.berlo@econophar.be, HansPete Schöfﬂer pitschoefﬂer@gmx.de, Wolfgang.Perplies@t-online.de, David Monks
david@djm-electrical.co.uk

Dear Friends
I have only been able to check for emails intermittently. I do not know if I have seen them all.
I am most concerned with what has happened. Sergolene spoke to the whole Commission at the
Plenary Meeting two years ago. It was stressed that it was vital that any test result should not be
publicized before the whole procedure was completed including any ﬁnal Appeal.
I was informed in the greatest of conﬁdence as soon as FAI was informed. On the same
understanding special permission was given to keep Konrad aware. Jacques is ours and FAI’s Expert
on doping and the FAI Advisor.
The broadcasting of the result and comments made in emails is unacceptable. It has caused great
concern and, to me, serious embarrassment. Please ensure that this matter goes no further especially
in Dubai.
This has come at a particularly difﬁcult time for me. Not only have I been giving professional Expert
Evidence overseas but my younger brother, my sole surviving broteher, was hit with a very
aggressive cancer. Whilst I have been away he died 3 to 4 months before it was expected.
The family funeral is tomorrow, 16 hours after I get back. I will be out of contact until next week.
I am grateful to Konrad for representing me. I had to cancel being with you in Dubai because of the
risk of not being at home at this critical time.
As you may recall before I became President I carried the proxy vote for China having a specially
long and good relationship with them. Over the last 3 years I have been discussing with them the
possibility of Hosting a Championship, World or Continental. Discussions are at an advanced stage.
Konrad has been made aware of my discussions.
I persuaded them to send a small group to the 15th WHC.
I ask you not to contact the Chinese direct and certainly not make them any offers. I expect to have a
full report for March. As part of my long term discussions it remains possible that 2 or 3 other Asian
Countries will join our family.
Remember we are a ‘Famiuly’. I hope all goes well in Dubai.
Kind regards
David Hamilton

